Teacher’s Guide
The Game Screen (with notes on features)
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Teacher’s Guide
Toolbar Close-up
Notice that the bottom of the game screen is taken up with a useful toolbar. (Toolbar buttons are
also available within 4-1-1 tutorials.) From left to right, the toolbar includes:









Operative window, with a picture of the currently selected operative (click to ask
questions). Click on the arrows to the left and right of the operative to toggle between
operatives.
Briefcase (click to review the brief of the current mission)
Backpack (click for tools, resources and calculators, or for a quick link to the current
mission‟s 4-1-1. Note that the backpack is also available during 4-1-1 tutorials).
Monique‟s Goggles (click to see into the future; except for occasional free peeks it
requires 500 points to take a look)
Notes (text of questions and answers already explored with the operative)
Battle (click to answer Battle questions and solve the mission)
Geo-locator (Click “play”button to cycle through all available locations, or click
directly in the geo-locator to go to a displayed location).

Strategies for Using the Game
Gen i Revolution is best used in conjunction with the high school edition of Learning,
Earning and Investing, published by the Council for Economic Education in 2004. You
can purchase LEI at http://store.councilforeconed.org/lei.html. Depending on your
students‟ level of comfort with technology and finance, you may wish to use an “early
introduction” or “late introduction” strategy.
In the “early introduction” strategy, you have students play the game in groups before you
cover the corresponding material in LEI. To an important degree, the students teach each
other the material and how to manage the game. Your classroom sessions then follow up to
cement and complete their learning. This strategy is advisable only with students who are
very comfortable with technology and finance.
In the “late introduction” strategy, you teach several lessons from LEI, and only then give
students access to the game. The “late introduction” strategy is more suitable for a variety
of students with different ability levels.
A separate decision concerns team vs. individual play:
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